My Visit to the Mayborn Museum

Hi, my name is Buddy! I am so excited you are visiting the museum today! I'll be joining you on your visit through the museum. I'll give you some fun tips on how to enjoy your visit.
I am going to VISIT the MAYBORN MUSEUM today.
I will SEE and DO new things. It will be FUN!
I will see **MUSEUM** staff wearing **BLUE** name tags.
I will **WALK** into a **BIG** room called a **ROTUNDA**. It will be very big and pretty. I may have to wait in a **LINE** to pay.
I may not have time to **SEE** everything. I will do my best to be **PATIENT** and **LISTEN** to directions.
In the **THEATRE**, I can see a **SHOW**. The theatre will get **DARK** when the movie comes **ON**.
While I am visiting the MUSEUM, I may WALK up the STAIR to the second floor. I will need to be careful to hold the hand railing on the stairs.
I may take the ELEVATOR to the second floor.
I will see a **BIG** plastic wall. I may hear **LOUD** noises coming from this area.
One area I might visit is the **NATURAL HISTORY HALL**. In this hall there will be many things to see from long ago. I will use my eyes to **SEE** and **EXPLORE**.
It may be a little **DARK** in this area. I may see a giant reptile called a **PLIOSAUR** up high in the ceiling. It is just a model. I may also see a giant **SEA TURTLE**. They are **NOT ALIVE**. I may hear animal **SOUNDS**, but they are **NOT REAL**.
One area I might visit is the **WACO MAMMOTH SITE**. In this exhibit there will be a **LOUD** video. There will also be a **PLASTIC SEE-THROUGH** floor. I **WILL NOT** fall through it. I will use my eyes to **SEE** and **EXPLORE**.
I may see a room with homes in it. It may be DARK. There I will see a big BISON. It is NOT ALIVE.
Another exhibit I may see is the **PIONEER VILLAGE** from **LONG AGO**. I can go inside some of the buildings and **LOOK** with my **EYES** at the old things inside.
I will see **PLAY WACO**. This area is for children **5** AND UNDER.
I may visit the **DISCOVERY ROOMS**. I can use my hands to **TOUCH** and **DO** here. I may need to take turns with other visitors in these rooms. It may be **NOISY**, but I will try to be **CALM**.
One of the **DISCOVERY ROOMS** is called the **NATIVE AMERICAN** room. I will see many animals that are **NOT ALIVE**. One large animal is called the **BISON**.
One of the DISCOVERY ROOMS is called the BACK TO THE JURASSIC room. I will see many MOVING DINOSAURS that are NOT REAL. I will hear them ROARING, but they are NOT ALIVE.
One of the DISCOVERY ROOMS is called the DESIGN DEN room. In this space, I can use my hands to TOUCH and DO here.
I may visit the MUSEUM STORE. There I can SEE many toys for sale.
Another area I may visit is the **TRAVELING EXHIBIT**. It changes from time to time. Sometimes it has things to **EXPLORE** with my **EYES**. At other times, I may be allowed to **SEE** and **DO** many things.
After my **VISIT** is over, I will **LEAVE** the Mayborn Museum.

Thank you so much for visiting me at the Mayborn Museum today! I hope you had fun exploring and learning. You can always come back and visit me another day if you didn’t get to see everything you wanted to.